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Abstract
Rapid prototyping through infra-red laser machining is adopted. The process
does not involve chemicals and a single plain screen is sufficient for printing
and via filling of any number of layers. The process does not require special
masks and is performed in the ordinary laboratory environment. Optimisation
of laser power, pulse rate, and scanning speed produce high repeatability
and selective thinning, cutting and drilling of any positions and layers made
possible with optical camera assisted alignment. The laser ablation of low
loss LTCC 9K7 green state tape produces minimum damage with surface
roughness below 1 µm which is acceptable for microwave fabrication
requirements.
To fabricate hollow waveguide in LTCC, the standard LTCC process has
been considered, and it was found unable to produce suitable
channels/cavities. The hurdle was the lamination step. Experiments on
lamination pressure, temperature, time duration and number of layers have
been conducted to find the most influential parameters. 3D structures were
successfully fabricated using a novel multi-stage/progressive lamination
technique. With this technique, deformation-free 3D hollow structures
laminated at pressure as low as 2 MPa have been realised. Three types of
sacrificial inserts have also been prepared and examined to enhance the
process variability. While organic-based and water-based sacrificial paste
are more suitable for preparing trenches and channels in the micrometre
scale, wax-graphite based sacrificial insert is better for large volume of
channel and cavity application.
A WR28-like Hollow SIW (HSIW) is fabricated and measured using WR28
waveguide flanges. A multimode calibration technique was used to calibrate
the complex propagation constant. The HSIW has been successfully
demonstrated working in the millimetre-wave region with measurements on
26.5 to 40 GHz test samples. This is believed to be a significant milestone.
A HSIW-based antenna and filter as an integrated component was
fabricated. The measurement of the radiation pattern of the waveguide
antenna and cavity filter is performed using a 67 GHz PNA and a standard
gain horn antenna placed inside an anechoic box. The measured radiation
pattern shows both E- and H-plane pattern closely fit with the modelled
performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In microelectronic products, packaging plays important roles such as
supplying power to integrated circuits (ICs) and distributing signals among
microelectronic devices. As IC fabrication advances rapidly, microelectronic
packaging and precision processing of silicon, ceramic, and polymer
substrates also play a more important role.
The traditional approach of single chip packages on a PCB have intrinsic
limitations in terms of silicon density, system size, and the contribution to the
propagation delay. Considering the IC packaging efficiency, an ordinary PCB
would only have at most a 6% efficiency of holding silicon which means 94%
of the board area would be wasted, unavailable for active silicon and
contributing to increased propagation delays [1].
With the introduction of very large scale integrated (VLSI) chips, even
surface mount technologies (SMTs) became inefficient for high performance
system design. Chip packaging becomes the bottle neck to further
improvement in system performance. A reduction in packaging levels is
necessary to meet the increasing demand in IC technology.
From a packaging point of view, fabrication of an entire system on a single
wafer should be ideal. The idea of integrating a complete system on a wafer
is referred to as wafer scale integration (WSI). However, it is plagued by
several limitations such as lower yield for large wafers and is an expensive
or impractical solution for a mix of technology types.
The packaging technology that is required for high performance systems
should also fulfil certain basic requirements for the selection of packaging
techniques such as high conductivity, low loss, and compatible thermal
coefficient of expansion and, good heat conductivity for high power
applications. These requirements can be met by Multi-Chip Modules (MCM)
as will be described in the next section.
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To develop a lower cost system, the selection of suitable materials together
with simplified and inexpensive designs, processes, and manufacturing tools
are the key to the future needs of packaging requirements.
1.1 Multi-Chip Modules (MCM)
As the demand for further miniaturization of consumer products grew, the
MCM was designed for multiple integrated circuit (IC) to be use facilitate
their use as a single package. In other words, MCM packaging is crucial for
modern electronic miniaturization and microelectronic systems.
MCM approaches differ depending on the complexity and development
philosophies of the designers, and the needs of the end user. For example,
one customer may require pre-packaged ICs on a small printed circuit board,
meant to replicate the package footprint of an existing chip package. Another
user may need a fully custom package that integrates many chips on a
substrate. For the both cases, MCM still could support the requirements due
to the following features:
 Lower power supply because of shorter interconnect lengths,
 Smaller overall packages which enable greater miniaturization,
 Greater reliability with decreased number of interconnects between
components,
 Flexibility through integration of various semiconductor technologies,
 Faster time-to-market i.e. ideal for products with short life cycles,
 Reduction in complexity by putting several devices into a single
package,
 Lower cost.
Modern MCM substrates consist not only the interconnection lines but also
of many integral (embedded) passives. There are three types of MCM
technologies:
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i. MCM-D: interconnects are formed in a simple manner to those used
to fabricate thin-film circuits, i.e. by depositing layers of conductors
and dielectrics onto an underlying substrate,
ii. MCM-L: multilayer structures are formed by lamination of printed
circuit board materials with etched patterns on copper foils and
metallised vias,
iii. MCM-C: multilayer structures are often made by co-firing ceramic or
glass/ceramic tapes, similar to a thick-film process. In LTCC
technology, vias are punched in green tapes and filled with
conductive paste, than the individual layers are printed on green
ceramic tapes, laminated and co-fired at proper temperature to form a
monolithic structure.
Figure 1.1 Illustrates a comparison of interconnection costs per substrate
pad between PCBs (PWBs) and MCMs. This illustration shows that PCB
with via holes and SMT are cost-effective below densities of 200 pads per
in2. MCMs are the more cost-effective for higher interconnect densities [2].
Figure 1.1 MCM and PCB costs per substrate connection pad [2].
Recently, the development of millimetre-wave wireless communication has
been driven tremendously by commercial application, such as short-range
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high-data rate wireless communication, passive imaging, and automotive
radar. The requirements for these systems are usually high performance,
compact size, high level of integration and most importantly, low
manufacturing cost. To achieve extremely high levels of integration and
miniaturize the overall device size, a lot of effort has been devoted into the
development of system-on-chip (SoC), a concept to integrate the entire
system, including RF front-end, analog and digital circuits, onto a single chip.
However, the system performance might be degraded by the influence
among different functional blocks through the common substrate and by the
poor Q factor of the on-chip passives [3]. As an alternative, large area
passive components, such as inductors, capacitors filters, and antennas, are
usually built on a package platform instead of on the expensive active chips.
Hence, the total cost will be significantly reduced [4, 5].
When the operating frequency goes into millimetre-wave region, packaging
becomes particularly challenging. Historically, most of the mm-wave
interconnects and passive components are in the waveguide configuration,
which has very low loss. However, the waveguide structure is bulky,
expensive, and very difficult to integrate with monolithic microwave
integrated circuits (MMICs). Later on, LTCC with its advantage of stable
permittivity and low loss at microwave and mm-wave frequencies has
dominated packaging solutions for decades [5-7].
1.2 Low loss ceramic dielectric
The dielectric properties of a dielectric material determine its functionality.
These properties are dielectric constant r, quality factor Q which is the
inverse of the dielectric loss tan ߜ, and the temperature coefficient of
resonant frequency ௙߬.
It is well known that low relative permittivity materials in the range of 4-12
are used for millimetre-wave communications and also as substrate for
microwave integrated circuits [5-7]. High permittivity materials on the other
hand are used as mainly for capacitors or resonators in mobile phones.
Signal propagation with minimum attenuation is one of the most important
aspects in electronic packaging. This is directly related to the relative
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permittivity and metal conductivity. In the case of ceramic packages, the
relative permittivity of the ceramic over and within the metal lines is
deposited or embedded dictates the propagation delay td, which is given by
[8],
ݐௗ = √݈ߝ௥ܿ (1-1)
where, l is the line length, r is the relative permittivity of the substrate and c
is the speed of light. Thus, substrates with low r are required to increase the
speed of the signal [9].
Large value in the product of quality factor and frequency Q·f (>1000 GHz) is
normally required for the dielectric material. The value is determined by the
ratio of resonant frequency to the bandwidth measured at 3 dB below the
maximum height resonant frequency [10]. The theoretical relationship
between Q and resonant frequency should be constant and this value is
often quoted when comparing dielectric materials [5, 10]. The categories of
microwave dielectric materials are shown in Figure 1.2 in which Q·f is plotted
with respect to the dielectric constant [11]. Curve in the figure shows an out-
Figure 1.2 Directions for research and development of dielectric
components. Q·f are shown as a function of relative permittivity, ߝ௥ [11].
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line of the upper limit of Q·f . The first direction with the high ߝ௥ is mainly on
demand for miniaturization of mobile phone parts. The high Q and high ߝ௥ is
intended for increasing signal/noise ratio for application in mobile phone
base station. The third direction with high Q and low ߝ௥ is for devices working
in millimetre-wave region. While crystal structure of perovskite refer to
compounds such as BaTiO3, the tungstenbronze-type BaOLn2O3TiO2
ceramics are well known microwave compositions having moderately high
relative permittivity (70-100), high Q·f (>7000 GHz). BaO-Ln2O3-TiO2 in 1:1:4
or 1:1:5 compositions are especially suitable for dielectric resonator in
mobile phone [12, 13].
To meet the increasing demand to high-density packages, a technology that
fulfils the criteria of high performance, simple processing, and cost effective
in high volume production, mainly in the microwave packaging industry
needs to be found. LTCC, for instance, offers high quality printable elements
and passive components that could be embedded in the substrate, which
leads to an increase in yield, reduction in cost and better lead time.
LTCC technology has great potential if applied to the integration of passive
elements into monolithic, highly reliable, and robust LTCC modules, which
consists of multilayer substrate material with 3D strip-line circuitry [3, 14].
The ability to co-fire many layers simultaneously has the advantage of
reducing both the process cost and process variability [15]. LTCC has
excellent properties for packaging applications, supported by low
temperature conductor paste, simple process, and multi-layered structure. It
has been used for high reliability applications in military, avionics, and
automotive areas, and in MCMs for communication and mobile device
application [16].
High-temperature co-fired ceramic (HTCC) technology was also developed
to increase packaging density by building individual conductor/dielectric
layers and then laminating them by firing at a high temperature with pressure
applied.
New demands on the performance of miniaturization efforts utilizing
traditional packaging techniques are necessitated by the demand for higher
circuit density, fine line resolution, mixed signal circuitry, low EMI emission
and susceptibility, higher temperature, and diverse severe mechanical and
environment requirements. Therefore, a thorough understanding of the
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materials and how they respond to the fabrication processes must be
established to arrive at a cost-effective high performance assembly [17].
Multilayer LTCC substrates offer the opportunity to fabricate compact, low
cost, high volume modules for a wide range of microwave applications since
they combine well established screen printing techniques with multilayer
ceramic lamination and low firing temperatures. This enables the integration
of various materials to achieve passive components such as resistors,
capacitors and inductors to provide increased functionality within a specified
volume [18].
The continuously growing demand for increased packaging density in
electronic devices cannot be met by just decreasing line widths and
clearances on one conducting layer but also requires an extension into the
third dimension. This leads to multilayer structures in the various fields of
electronic packaging.
As the requirements for high performance systems continually increase,
even MCM technology cannot cope. Hence, investigations have been
conducted into more advanced technologies that would allow stringent
requirements to be fulfilled. As a result, 3D packaging technology has
evolved as a natural progression from 2D packaging technology as shown in
Figure 1.3. It is a trend that 3D packaging including interconnection provides
increased electrical performance and packaging density compared to two-
dimensional 2D packaging which has been used for a long time. Packaging
development comes with an increasing component I/O densities. Currently,
among available solutions are 3D design and System-in-Package (SiP). The
characteristic feature of these packaging developments is the use of the
third dimension (z axis) to build a complex 3D electronic circuit, block or
system.
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Figure 1.3 Integration development of electronic packaging [19].
This thesis is presents a range of methods employed in manufacturing the
3D structures such channels and cavities where the process may not be
limited to the typical processing steps such as cutting, printing, laminating as
well as sintering.
1.3 Applications of LTCC
The wealth of inter-disciplinary research opportunities motivated researchers
to start cross-disciplinary research and have created concepts such as
system-in-package (SiP), microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and
microfluidics. These systems involve electrical, mechanical, chemical and
optical modules in a single package. In this chapter, the applications based
on LTCC technology is describe briefly. Special interest is put on RF MEMS.
1.3.1 System-in-Package (SiP)
LTCC is used mainly in the electronic packaging industry. LTCC provides
stability, reliability and hermitic to the device. Microwave filters, couplers,
antennas and other components can be made in LTCC with very fine
dimensions [20]. Broadside coupling and complex waveguide transitions are
additional benefits of LTCC technology [21]. The dielectric sheets are
processed in parallel so a large number of layers can be used, making the
device more compact. Personal digital assistants, mobile phones, GPS
devices, RF front-end modules, are few examples using LTCC SiP. Another
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advantage of LTCC is the precise control of material properties. The
permittivity and permeability of the dielectric can be tailored according to
requirement during tape casting of LTCC tapes by appropriate composition.
An example of an LTCC module is shown in Figure 1.4.
Figure 1.4 SiP application of LTCC [22].
1.3.2 Sensors and actuators
Ceramics are popular for their rigidity and their resistant nature to most
chemicals, making them a popular solution for sensor and actuator
applications in harsh environments. Other ceramics technologies, including
HTCC, are not feasible for sensors that required unusual shapes whereas,
LTCC has the intrinsic property of softness in the unfired state that allows it
to be formed into shapes for various non-trivial actuator applications [23].
Moreover, LTCC retains its properties in various conditions thus providing a
stable response. Examples of LTCC based sensors and actuators are
pressure sensors, temperature sensors, proximity sensors, gas flow
sensors, gas detection sensors, electrochemical sensors and hybrid micro-
valve actuators [24].
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Figure 1.5 LTCC based gas flow sensor and optical fluid detector [25].
1.3.3 Microfluidics
Recent studies on microfluidic applications have shown LTCC to be a very
desirable platform [26]. It allows the use of microfluidic components along
with different sensors on a single substrate. From the analysis of hazardous
chemicals to many biological applications, LTCC offers a variety of desirable
features. The realisation of microchannels, micromixers, hotplates,
microheaters and micropumps using a single technology is an advantage
that cannot be overlooked lightly [27]. Easy processing of green state
ceramic sheets, using mechanical or laser tools, is not only cost effective,
but it is very reliable after firing and turning into a hard ceramic block with
integrated tunnels and cavities that is not possible otherwise.
Figure 1.6 A microfluidic reactor and biosensor with integrated fluidic and lid
from LTCC [28].
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1.3.4 Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS)
MEMS refers to miniaturized devices fabricated through fabrication
techniques called “micromachining.” Since MEMS is based on the phrase
“micro,” a suitable definition for a MEMS device could include any device
possessing at least one feature size in the micrometre range, for example,
between 0.1 and 100 μm [29]. MEMS devices are typically designed to 
operate in one or more energy domains, such as mechanical, electrical,
fluidic, optical, RF, etc., and usually include a designed mechanical
structure, which differentiates an integrated circuit from a micromechanical
device with integrated electronics.
When it comes to MEMS, it has been claimed that up to 85% of the total cost
is directly related to the packaging issues [30]. Until now, there are no
generic MEMS packaging solutions. Silicon based MEMS structures
required different operating conditions compared to ordinary chips. They are
more sensitive to mechanical stress due to moving parts and for high
frequency applications they demand and optimum signal propagation route.
LTCC fulfils all the requirements of MEMS structures. It provides good
hermiticity and closely matched thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE).
Embedded cavities are possible with LTCC and the high conductivity gold
tracks assist in signal propagation with low loss. The cost factor of LTCC
packaging for MEMS applications is very low and the turn-out time is short
[31, 32].
Figure 1.7 Silicon microphone packaging and spectrometer in LTCC [33].
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1.3.5 RF MEMS switches
MEMS switches are intended to switch the propagation path of an analogue
signal with high signal linearity. This function might be used to connect or
disconnect an electrical potential, or to select signals, for instance the
incoming and the outgoing signal of an antenna, or to reconfigure a sub-
system. Typical applications of the latter type are switching of filter banks,
tuning of filters by switching capacitors or inductors, switching of delay lines
in phase-shifters, impedance matching by switching stub-lines or capacitors,
and configuration of antenna patterns or frequencies by switching antennas
or parts of an antenna. To switch DC to RF signals, the most important
properties are an extremely large bandwidth from DC to a few tens of GHz
with very good signal properties over the whole bandwidth. The switching
speed and the power consumption are less important. Metal contact
switches are good candidates for these applications.
Although further improvement in the reliability is needed, military and space
applications favour MEMS components, because of their robustness against
external influences such as radiation, temperatures and strong
electromagnetic fields, and their high shock resistance.
1.4 Motivation & Objectives
The continuously growing demand on packaging density in electronic
devices cannot be realized by just decreasing line widths and clearances on
one conducting layer but also requires an extension into the third dimension.
This leads to multilayer structures in the various fields of electron packaging.
In particular, the multilayer LTCC substrates offer the opportunity to fabricate
compact, low cost, high volume modules for a wide range of microwave
applications since they combine well established screen printing techniques
with multilayer ceramic lamination and low firing temperatures. These enable
the integration of various passive elements and components to provide
increased functionality within a specified volume.
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This study presents the methods employed in manufacturing the three
dimensional structures such as channels and cavities where the process is
not limited to the standard LTCC processes, with the following objectives:
1. To allow 3D fabrication on LTCC that is not normally sustained
standard lamination,
2. To demonstrate low cost and low loss hollow waveguides which will
be the basis to realise microwave and millimetre-wave components.
1.5 Review of thesis
Chapter 1 has mentioned the importance of electronics packaging.
Chapter 2 describe about standard process of LTCC.
Chapter 3 describe enhanced LTCC process where multi-stage/progressive
lamination and sacrificial insert are introduced.
Chapter 4 describe the concept of hollow substrate integrated waveguide
and how it is design and fabricated.
Chapter 5 describe about hollow waveguide components. Slot antenna and
cavity filter has been briefly studied to find the possibility of integration of
both components under the same platform.
Chapter 6 concludes the work by summarising the achievements,
suggestion for further improvements and future work.
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Chapter 2
Standard LTCC Process
LTCC technology has demonstrated great potential to meet the increasing
demands for higher density and performance packages, especially in the
high-end RF packaging [34]. The ability to co-fire many layers
simultaneously has the advantage of reducing the process cost and time
[15]. Although other materials are also often used as the substrate material
for flip chip packages, ceramic, especially LTCC substrates, result in the
best reliability of microelectronic packages because the coefficients of
thermal expansion of such substrates are close to that of silicon chips. For
these reasons, LTCC has the flexibility in the fabrication of electronic
devices, and has a potential to replace conventional tin-lead (Sn-Pb) solders
in printed circuit boards (PCBs), integrated circuits (ICs), and chip packaging
for environmental reasons [35].
LTCC also has an advantages due to its low surface roughness, good
thermal performance, high print resolution of conductors, good dielectric
thickness control, passive integration, high frequency performance, and
excellent stability [36]. Applications of LTCC among others include
microwave modules, opto-electronics modules, meta-material antennas,
automotive, military, medical, sensor packaging, integration for silicon micro-
fluidics, capacitance sensing, and cavity resonators.
Sintered LTCC material usually has very good temperature stability up to
650C, and some compositions also exhibit a high degree of chemical
resistance, making them suitable for fabrication of chemical micro-reactor
and harsh environment [37].
Apart from LTCC, the high temperature co-fired ceramic (HTCC) technology
was also developed to increase packaging density by building individual
conductor/dielectric layers but, fired at a higher temperature above 1000C
and applied pressure [2]. While inheriting the advantages of both thick film
and HTCC technologies, LTCC has other advantages as described in Table
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2.1. LTCC also is a technology with excellent properties for packaging and
MCM applications, featuring good conductors, low associated capacitances,
simpler processes and high layer count as being described by M. R.
Gongora-Rubio et al. [16].
Table 2.1 Comparison between LTCC with other technologies [38].
Technical
Characteristic
PCB
via
Silicon HTCC LTCC
Insulation resistivity - - + +
High temperature
resistivity
- - ++ +
Thermal conductivity - +++ ++ +
Electrical conductivity + - - +-
Integration density +- +++ +- +-
Integration of passive
components
- +- - +
Integration of fluidic
components
- +- - +
+ and – were used as a comparison of the four materials with respect to each technical
characteristic.
A typical LTCC circuit has surface conductors for connecting components,
and has internal and via-fill conductors for making up the internal
components of the circuit. The multilayer ceramic packaging process
consists of green tape preparation, metallization layout, lamination, and co-
firing. Electrical interconnections in LTCC are provided by networks of
conductive lines (usually Ag, Au, or Ag-Pd), which are usually deposited
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onto green or fired LTCC material using a screen-printing method. A bonding
between LTCC green state tapes is formed during the lamination and co-
firing processes.
The other important point is the ability to support 3D system configuration for
the next generation communication technologies. LTCC due to its flexibility,
provides the potential to fabricate 3D structures through its multi-layered
green tapes.
2.1 Standard fabrication methods
The processing parameters considered to have a direct effect on the final
device properties are discussed in the following section. The main
fabrication processes for LTCC here are laser etching, screen-printing,
lamination and sintering.
2.1.1 Laser machining
Applying LTCC green tapes as a platform for the construction of 3D
structures requires the micromachining of via holes, channels and cavities
with defined geometries and structures. Mechanical processing for
structuring these unfired tapes are cutting, drilling and thinning. To perform
these tasks suitable parameters such as precision and processing speed are
essential.
A laser is a powerful tool for surface patterning and micromachining because
of its non-contact nature of processing. Also, structures with high aspect
ratios, which are challenging to achieve with traditional microfabrication
techniques such as chemical or plasma etching can be conveniently
fabricated with laser processing [39]. Laser machining, or specifically the
direct laser etching process, has a potential to offer a rapid and very cost
effective solution to the prototyping of LTCC-based components [40].
Comparison between structuring and machining techniques is given in Table
2.2.
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Table 2.2 Machining and structuring techniques in multilayer ceramic
technology [41].
In this study all samples are micromachined using a Nd:YAG laser (Proto
Laser 200 by LPKFTM). A test pattern for laser machining has been used to
evaluate parameters such as optical power output, P [W], pulse frequency, f
[kHz], beam scanning speed, v [mm/sec.], and number of repetition cycles,
n.
Technique Advantage Disadvantage
Punching ·Micro-vias with diameters of
30-100 µm possible
·Moderate via density, volume,
and throughput
·Deformation, cracks for via pitch less
than 1 mm
·Micro punchers with diameter below
100 µm could easily damaged
Mechanical
milling/CNC
·Complex geometries with
dimensions of 100-125 µm
·Chip formation
·Wear and tear of tools
·Micro-tools with diameter less than
100 µm could easily damaged
Hot Embossing ·Complex geometries with
dimensions of 25-100 µm
·High throughput through roller
embossing
·Wear and tear of molds
·Structures depth limited by thickness
of the green tape
·Sticking of green tape on mold
·Stress, cracks problem
Chemical etching ·Structure with dimensions of
25-30 µm
·Chemical etchant required
·Masking process needed
·Control of etching rate is difficult
·Dissolve of ceramic materials
Laser machining ·Complex geometries with
dimensions of 20-120 µm
·Non-contact technique
·High accuracy, high via
density, high volume possible
·Tapered vias and channels
·Low to moderate volume throughput
compared to other methods
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Table 2.3 LPKF Protolaser 200 specifications.
Specification Value
Pulse duration 0.5 -7.5 nsec.
Maximum optical power 13 W
Focal diameter 25 µm
Laser beam source Nd:YAG
Laser beam wavelength 1064 nm
Pulse repetition range rate 20 – 100 kHz
Laser write speed range 1 – 1000 mm·s-1
Maximum working area 115 x 115 mm2
Among them, it has been reported that Nd:YAG laser initiates the process of
sublimation in LTCC substrates, which is considered as a suitable candidate
for conductor etching and LTCC micromachining [40, 42]. The direct laser
etching process has been investigated in this work. The laser prototyping
machine LPKF Protolaser 200 features an Nd:YAG (Neodymium-doped
Yttrium Aluminium Garnet) solid-state laser source capable of producing up
to 13 W of optical power at wavelength of 1064 nm [43]. The attributes of
this system are shown in Table 2.3. Figure 2.1 shows the illustration of how
the direct laser etch is performed.
Figure 2.1 Laser ablation mechanism where only the absorbed energy is
effectively used in the material processing, while others transmitted or
reflected.
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The process developed in this work is believed to be applicable to all forms
of laser pulses. Figure 2.2 shows the laser positioning system.
Figure 2.2 The three axis positioning system of Protolaser 200.
The laser beam is deflected into the desired direction via deflecting mirrors.
The mechanical z-axis allows material of a wide range of thicknesses to be
machined. The mechanical z-axis is driven by a 3-phase stepping motor via
a gear, thus achieving positioning accuracy of ± 1 µm. Combined with an
optical calibration system, the z-axis adjust the laser beam for the optimal
focus point.
2.1.2 Laser pulse rate and writing speed
The pulse frequency and writing speed are two closely related parameters
which play an important role in the throughput of the process. The writing
speed is the laser etching speed when laser is in ON state. The writing
speed can be set to any value between 1 mms-1 to 1000 mms-1; a higher
scanning speed requires a high pulse rate to compensate local laser ablation
that decreased due to increased writing speed.
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Figure 2.3 Laser pump current with respect to optical output power.
Figure 2.4 Laser pulse rate with respect to optical output power.
The optical output power to laser pump current (fluance) and to pulse rate is
given in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4 respectively. It was found that power of
5.8 W ( 60%), pulse rate of 40 kHz, and scanning speed of 500 mm-1
produced less damage with moderate etch speed.
2.1.3 Optimisation of laser parameters
Once the effects of varying laser power, pulse rate and scanning speed were
individually analysed, it was found that all the parameters are mutually
dependent and they cannot be optimised separately. Thus, the optimisation
goals for the parameters are:
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i. to achieve the clean design features at a high etching speed
ii. to reduce the substrate damage.
To attain (i) and (ii), this part will briefly discuss the etch rate and the laser
thinning process that both important in micromachining process.
 Etch rate and laser thinning
As the commercial LTCC green tapes came at dimensions specified by the
supplier, there is a need to tailor made the dimension according to the
desired one. For particular purposes, the control of thickness is very
important to meet a certain design dimensions such as in cavities and
channels.
To achieve a more precise etch depth, the green state 9K7X LTCC needs to
be sintered according to the temperature profile shown in the sintering
section. Figure. 2.5 shows laser paths that has been done on the fired LTCC
sample. The etch depth was then measured using surface profiler from KLA
TencorTM.
Figure 2.5 The etch rate of LTCC determined from etch depth of the varying
the laser repetition.
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The speed of laser etch can be determined by dividing the etch depth to the
number of laser repetition. By plotting the etch depth to laser repetition, a
linear relation could be suggested for the etching speed as shown in Figure
2.6. The laser centre condition was set as power: 60%, pulse frequency: 40
kHz, scanning speed: 500 mms-1 for having a relatively high etching rate and
from the observations that carbon particles were not produced on the laser
paths.
Considering 60% of laser power, which is approximately 5.2 W, the etch
speed of 36 µm/repetition is deduced, which is with 7 repetitions a single
layer thickness of green state 9K7X tape could etched through as could be
explained from Figure. 2.6. In the figure, the first laser etch exhibits lower
etch speed due to low power absorption of green state tape’s surface, which
is composed mainly of organic binder. The etch proceeds in a linear fashion
after the first repetition.
Figure 2.6 A linear laser etch rate under condition of power/pulse/speed: 5.2
W/40 kHz/500 mms-1.
To minimise the damage on the surface, the working sequence adopted in
the etching process was to machine the contour line before thinning or
removal of unwanted bulk areas. If these bulk areas are etched before
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machining the contour lines then cracks may appear in the design features.
Once machined, the contour lines isolate the design from the bulk area to be
ablated, the heat produced during laser etching of the bulk area could be
isolated from the design features. Figure 2.7 shows the optimization flow of
the laser etching process in order to gain desirable thickness, roughness
and minimum damage to the green state LTCC with and without metallic
layer.
Figure 2.7 Flow diagram of laser etching process optimization.
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The CAD drawing is uploaded into the operational panel that control the
laser machine. The design features as shown in Figure 2.8 are comprising of
the paths called contour line and hatch lines which the laser beam follows
during the etching process. Apart from isolation, the contour lines play a
significant role in defining the edge resolution.
Figure 2.8 Laser machining follow the tracks of contour line and hatch lines.
The first thing that requires attention is the absorption of laser pulses into the
substrate. The 25 µm laser beam may not result in etching 25 µm wide
tracks in the conductor. The major obstacle in achieving narrow gaps in
LTCC conductor machining is the composition of the printed conductive
paste. Since metal particles are mixed with organic vehicles, these metal
particles are not physically bonded, therefore thermal ablation results in
rough edges and the gap formed is wider than the beam diameter.
It was realised that by optimising the laser parameters, the minimum gap of
50 µm achievable with diameter of 25 µm laser beam. During the
optimisation process, the writing speed for rapid prototyping, power and
pulse frequency was set to 500 mms-1, 60% and 80 kHz respectively to
produce suitable surface roughness. The process was repeated to ensure
the complete isolation of patterns with various lines and spaces width.
2.1.4 Laser drilling and cutting
Laser machining of microvias in LTCC has been reported in various studies
[44]. In one study, the use of laser machining on LTCC substrates of various
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thicknesses using different type of lasers to achieve via diameter of 75 µm
was demonstrated in a 254 µm thick substrate using Nd:YVO4 laser, while in
another study, 85 µm vias were realised with an Nd:YAG laser [34]. The
laser and material interaction produces evaporation or sublimation of the
material in the substrate which creating microvias and grooves. This
interaction relates to laser wavelength and the type of material. In the drilling
and cutting works a Nd:YAG laser beam with wavelength of 1064 nm was
used. 254 µm thick 9K7X LTCC tape was used for the experiments.
Microvias can be created by pulsing a focused laser beam on the desired
spot. However, these vias are not cylindrical and they do not open
completely on the bottom side in the thick substrate due to insufficient
absorption and penetration of the laser beam to the material [39, 45, 46]. As
a solution, the diameter of the vias is fixed to certain sizes which is should
be larger than the laser beam diameter. An alternative technique is to ablate
with the focused laser surrounding the microvias which we call contour
routing. This technique is promising in drilling microvias with a diameter of
100 µm and above onto 500 µm thick substrate. To perform these tasks a
higher laser power of 6.2 W is required as compared to the thinning and
conductor etching.
The cutting and machining of grooves is similar to via machining.
Considering the width of the laser path of 30 µm, the layout of the design
should consider laser cutting by setting 30 µm extra width of the original
design dimension such as pad or microstrip line or 30 µm less for their
desired groove width.
2.2 Screen printing
Various thick-film metal deposition techniques can be used in LTCC
fabrication, but the most commonly used are screen printing and
photoimageable material processing.
Screen printing is a conductor printing process in which the screen is held
above the green tape and the conductor paste is pushed through the stencil
onto the green tapes. The screen is produce according to the required print
resolution and thickness of the conductive layer. The mesh type, mesh wire
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diameter, and mesh count are selected on the basis of the desired thickness
and resolution of the print.
2.2.1 Conductive paste
Conductive paste is obtained by dispersing conductive metal powder in an
organic vehicle as a binder or plasticiser using a roll mill, and kneading it in a
mixer. Metal powder is used as the conductive ingredient and for inorganic
additives, normally low melting point glass and reactive oxides are used.
The organic vehicle of the pastes are usually composed of thinner, organic
binders, plasticizers, and dispersing agents. Through sintering, conductors
include inorganic additives that form voids inside the conductor and
generally show higher resistance than the specific resistance of the metal
itself. Figure 2.9 shows the resistance values of silver paste with respect to
the impurities. Sheet resistance [Ω/□] is the bulk resistance [Ω·cm] of the 
conductive material divided by the nominal thickness (normally 25 µm), and
it is frequently used as a unit of resistance for thick film conductors [47]. In
order to achieve high conductivity it is necessary to have minimal
contamination and impurities. Nanoparticle ink also could had been used as
being reported in [48-50], as a way to improve the resistance.
Figure 2.9 The composition dependence of resistance values Ag-based
pastes [47].
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In our case, this could be done by deposition of silver paste with an extra
thickness, more than recommended by the supplier, to compensate for voids
and to gain better conducting layer uniformity.
Figure 2.10 Resistance measurement scheme of conductor strip to check
the improvement in the conducting layer.
Although the direct current four-probe method is generally used to measure
the volume electrical resistivity of conductors [51], the value is measured at
DC which is not describing the nature of sheet resistance at higher
frequency. In our case we measured the resistance of the sintered
conducting paste by preparing samples as shown in Figure 2.10. By
measuring the resistance, the resistivity then could be calculated by
considering the length of the conductor strip.
2.2.2 Metallisation of vias
Metallisation of vias or via filling is critical in multilayer packaging application
and it is directly related to the reliability of the interconnect scheme. The via
fillings are done with a conductive paste using a screen printer. The mylar
sheet was retained on the LTCC green tape during laser drilling to act as a
hard mask in this via metallisation process. The viscosity of the conductive
paste is maintained not less than 150 Pa·s at 10 rpm, 25 ºC to properly do
the filling. For our fabrication, a stainless steel mesh of 325 per inch is used.
DuPont LL601 paste is used for via fillings while, LL612 paste is used for
conductor line deposition. The LTCC sheet is placed on a vacuum stage to
firm hold the sheet as well as to increase penetration of the paste through
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the vias. After the screen printing, the mylar is removed and the samples are
dried in the oven under the environment of 70 ºC for 10 minutes. Figure 2.11
shows the metallisation example of a via array for a cavity filter.
Figure 2.11 Green state LTCC sample is laser drilled and cut before being
metallised with conductive paste. In these pictures, the vias are filled
with DuPont LL601 silver paste.
In the direct laser etch, it is recommended that the conductor layer is printed
and dried before the laser drilling of vias takes place. This is due to the
nature of via filling paste with higher content of silver making a proper
contact with the conducting layer through the sintering process.
2.3 Alignment and Stacking
After LTCC sheets have been laser machined and printed with Ag
conductor, they are then dried in an oven at 70 ºC for 10 minutes. These
sheets are then aligned and stacked together on register pins with the help
of fiducials. LTCC tapes are aligned using a manual alignment jig as shown
in Figure 2.12 or a camera assisted translation stage or an automated
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alignment may be used. A 180º rotation of the lamination is required after the
first 5 minutes to ensure a balanced pressure and temperature applied to the
entire tapes.
Figure 2.12 Alignment jig.
2.4 Lamination
The quality of 3D structures fabricated in LTCC technology depends strongly
on the processing steps used: tape micro-structuring, lamination, and firing.
Guidelines supplied in the data sheets for tape processing meet only the
requirements for conventional applications but are not suitable for the
fabrication of 3D structures such as cavities and channels. The
recommended standard isostatic lamination pressure ranging up to 30 MPa
is not appropriate for the realisation of unsupported structures. The even
pressure applied through the sample results in the structures such as
channels and cavities being crushed due to lack of support that could be
provided by walls separated in a few hundred µm apart or more.
In fact, a lower pressure lamination techniques needs to be found to
overcome this issue. Recently, a lamination performed at 6 MPa or less
been reported [52]. As an alternative to the standard lamination technique, a
uniaxial lamination such as illustrated in Figure 2.13 offers an effective
technique for realising cavities.
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Figure 2.13 Uniaxial and isostatic laminator.
To realise these channels/cavities, a multistage lamination using a uniaxial
laminator is discussed in detail in the next Chapter.
2.5 Sintering
Although there are various sintering methods proposed to improve the
shrinkage issue in LTCC as shown in Figure 2.14, in reality there are no
methods that could eliminate the shrinkage as far as the sintering process is
involved. Due to this fact, the unconstrained sintering method has been used
to deal with the normal characteristic of LTCC. The other reason is that we
want to gain knowhow and experience in integrating passive components
such as embedded passive elements (spiral inductors, capacitors) that have
been developed in-house by the same sintering method.
Figure 2.14 LTCC sintering types [47, 53].
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To achieve the desired dielectric constant and low loss performance
properties with the 9K7 tape system, the material was co-fired for 26.5 hours
according the temperature profile shown in Figure 2.15. The longer sintering
time as compared to 943 tape system is to allow ample time for burnout of
the organic constituents occurring between the temperatures of 200 C and
550 C. Peak temperature of 850 C for 17-23 minutes applied to make sure
densification of the alumina and glass happened before the cooling down.
From the test data provided by DuPont, the dielectric constant of 9K7 is very
tightly distributed within expected specification range of 7.1 ± 0.2. Loss
tangent of all lots was found to be less than 0.0012 at the test frequency of 9
GHz.
Figure 2.15 To achieve the desired dielectric constant and low loss
performance properties the green tape undergoes 26.5 hours co-fire
profile control points [51]. Organic burnout phase occurs between 200
C and 550 C. The sintering phase of composite ceramics is
completed at the peak temperature for 17-23 minutes.
2.6 Surface roughness
Characterisation of the surface roughness is necessary to minimised loss for
high frequency applications. The surface of the laser etched LTCC substrate
was analysed and the surface roughness was measured using an Alpha-
Step IQ surface profiler from KLA-Tencor.
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Figure 2.16 The sintered LTCC surface measured by surface profiler. By
changing the repetition of laser etching, the etch depth with a sufficient
flat surface is achievable as observed on the sintered LTCC.
Figure 2.16 shows the measurement done on etch depth of the sintered
LTCC sample. It was observed that Ra of etched samples under pulse
frequency: 40 kHz, power: 60% is uniformly distributed below 200 nm, while
the Ra of unetched LTCC samples was around 100 nm. This shows that the
difference between the two roughness values is almost well below the
micron scale. The samples are therefore capable of working at frequencies
on the order that the processing material is capable of.
2.7 Laser scribing
Laser scribing involves using the laser to create grooves or lines of holes
that are spaced 125 +/- 30 µm centre with a depth of 40% to 50% of the
substrate thickness. The scribing allows the ceramic substrates to be
processed in an array and finally singulated by snapping apart the individual
circuits along the scribe lines. Circuitry should allow at least 250 µm streets
for the scribe lines. If the scribe lines are post-machined a higher power of
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laser machine is required while at least 100 µm should be allowed from the
metallization edges to edges of the scribe to avoid the laser harming the
circuitry. The width of the scribe, i.e. diameter of the scribe grooves or holes,
will increase with substrate thickness.
2.8 Conclusion
A direct laser etching process that could provide rapid prototyping such as
sample patterning and conductor removal, via holes drilling, thinning process
has been demonstrated. But, standard LTCC process has issues especially
in realising 3D structures such as channels, cavities, and hollow
waveguides. These need to be improved by introducing new techniques that
will be discussed in detail in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 3
Enhanced LTCC Process
To address and/or overcome the issues such as sagging and delamination
in LTCC process in the previous chapter, we are focusing our investigation
on an enhanced LTCC process. The preparation and the processing
parameters of LTCC materials composition to improve shrinkages still
undergoes extensible studies.
The following techniques may offer breakthrough in realising 3D structures in
LTCC if studied further:
i. Progressive lamination
ii. Sacrificial paste or sacrificial volume material (SVM).
In this chapter, the detail on how these methods could be employed to
fabricate 3D structures in LTCC is given based on processes achievable in
the Leeds LTCC laboratory. This is done by fabricating cavities to replicate
RWG in various dimensions.
3.1 Lamination technique
The lamination of multilayer ceramic substrates with embedded structures is
a more difficult process to accomplish than the initial patterning of the layers
such as conductor deposition. Currently available lamination techniques are
summarised in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Lamination techniques for fabricating 3D structures [41].
Technique Advantage Disadvantage
Lamination with
fugitive material
·Could realise complex 3D
structures and suspended thick film
(dimensions of 100 µm to 10 mm)
·Could achieve fully enclosed and
embedded structures
·Could provide support during
lamination and sintering
·Poor dimensional stability
·Filling and patterning of fugitive
materials are difficult
Lamination sacrificial
material
·Could realise 3D structures and
suspended thick film
·Could provide support during
lamination and sintering
·Removal of sacrificial material
through chemical etching required
·Fabrication of embedded structures
such as cavities is not feasible
·Filling and patterning of sacrificial
materials are problem
Lamination with
adhesive material
·Could realise complex 3D
structures with dimensions of 100
µm to 10 mm)
·Precise alignment between green
tapes is an issue
·Delamination could occur between
laminates
·Required compatible adhesive and
ceramics system
·Additional lamination steps
required
·Interconnection between sintered
substrates not feasible for using
adhesive layer
Gluing method
(post-firing process
needed)
·Relatively large embedded
structures (> 10 mm) could be
achieved
·Cool temperature process at room
temperature
·Precise alignment between
sintered substrates is an issue
·Interconnection between sintered
substrates is difficult
·Post-processing required
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This section describes the techniques to realise 3D structures such as
cavities in LTCCs. While LTCC has a simple process and supports multi-
layered structures, a few points in the processing steps need to be further
investigated. For example, the relation between the pre-densification (prior
to sintering) and sintering behaviour of composite-layered material systems
is not well understood and is largely developed by trial and error.
3.1.1 Selection and influence of parameters
Though various investigations based on the analysis of variance have been
done, no clear answers had been provided on which parameter of the
processes gave a major influence to the manufacturing of 3D structures [36,
41]. Table 3.2 shows the parameters that involved in LTCC process. In one
study, low pressure thermo-compressive lamination with insert material is
employed, while another study used cold low pressure lamination process
[54-57]. However, from these papers, we found that the laminating process
plays a substantial role and is very sensitive part of the LTCC process
especially when the 3D structures are involved. This may provide some
clues to realising 3D structures such as channels and cavities that we are
interested in.
Table 3.2 List of parameters and operations that can possibly influence the
LTCC finishing.
Parameter / Operation Purposes
Preconditioning Temperature, duration
Alignment and stacking
method
Orientation, numbers of layers
Lamination method uni-axial / iso-static, pressure, duration, sequence
Sintering method
Temperature profile, position in the furnace, type of the
setter
Type and flow of gas Air, N2
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In this study, we are focusing our observation on the following process
variables:
i. Laminating pressure
ii. Laminating temperature
iii. Laminating time, and its sequences
iv. Number of layers.
In the following part, the influence of these lamination parameters is studied.
With the assumption that the lamination pressure and temperature play a
non-negligible role on deformation during sintering process. The more pre-
densification of the tape during lamination, the less deformation occurred
during firing.
Figure 3.1 (a) shows the photo of the hydraulic uniaxial laminator system
that was used for the study. Figure 3.1 (b) depicts the mechanism of how the
pressure is applied to the LTCC tapes.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1 (a) uni-axial laminator with upper and bottom platen controlled by
temperature controller system. (b) The mechanism of uni-axial laminator.
It would be interesting to know the effects of lamination, i.e. pressure,
temperature and duration on the quality of tapes’ interpenetration that
translated into sag and crack free structures. Most suppliers recommended a
lamination of 30 MPa, 70 ºC for 10 min as their standard condition, but
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altering this process could add an advantage for mass production. Although
choosing the right parameters for processing 3D structures and predicting
their final dimensions with good accuracy such as shrinkage is desirable, it is
critical to take into account the effects of lamination variations when
producing 3D structures.
3.1.2 Experiments on lamination without a sacrificial insert
LTCC tape from DuPont 9K7X has been used for the experiments. We start
our investigation on lamination without using sacrificial materials.
Considering the mass production, it is more realistic to concentrate the
experiment on parameters to produce reliable 3D structures such as
cavities. Thus, we are focusing on the impacts of following four parameters
to the LTCC multilayer sample:
i. Laminating pressure
ii. Laminating temperature
iii. Laminating time, and its sequences
iv. Number of layers.
The observations such as the finishing profile and dimension changes on the
samples are to be done at three states:
i. After laser machining (2 layers each)
ii. After lamination
iii. After sintering.
To monitor the changes in the samples, the effects due to lamination and
sintering processes need to be quantified. The parameters of the experiment
were given according to Table 3. 3.
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Table 3.3 Experimental parameters by considering achievable precision of
our equipment.
Level
Pressure Temperature Duration Layer
p, [MPa] T, [ºC] t, [min] n, [layer]
1 5 30 5 3
2 10 50 10 5
3 30 70 15 10
Supplier recommendations 30 70 10  4
Justification of the range of values in the Table 3.3 are:
i. Pressure, p: This parameter is considered to be the most influential to
lamination behaviour and the shrinkage. But, the lowest possible
pressure is desired for lamination of top/bottom part.
ii. Temperature, T: To promote organic binder interpenetration between
layers and should not deviate too much from the recommended one.
iii. Duration, t: DuPont recommends 10 min, but there should be
interrelation with applied pressure and temperature. The top/bottom
layer is interfaced directly with elevated temperature as compared to
the inner layers. The time could be reduced due to this reason.
iv. Number of layers, n: Circuits with cavities require at least 4 layers
(unless using sacrificial pastes) since using fewer layers will
contribute to more warpage, sag and shrinkage.
3.1.3 Results and observation
All samples are deformed or sagged except for the sample that laminated at
5 MPa. A sample with temperature that diverts from 70ºC tends to have
warpage and delaminate. No clear distinction is observed for different
number of layers other than that all the samples are shrunk at least 10% as
compared to the green state. Results in Appendix A show that pressure and
temperature are both played an important role in the lamination.
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Considering these results, a technique that could realise a hollow structure
with a reduced pressure is needed. This technique is discussed in the next
section.
3.1.4 Progressive lamination
The lamination can be the most challenging when embedded cavities or
channels are involved. To avoid cavity deformation, the cavity is laminated in
stages. This technique is referred to as progressive lamination as illustrated
in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2 Progressive lamination for hollow waveguide.
Prior to the unconstrained sintering, the thermo-compressive lamination is
performed at temperature between 30 to 70C and pressures of 2 to 30MPa
hold for 3 to 10 min. These parameters have to be optimised depending on
the binder system used. At the contacts of two green tapes, the binders of
each tape diffuse into each other through the mass flow movements and the
arrangement of particles at the interfacing two adjacent tapes. The
interpenetration of the particles from the green state tapes and its organic
binders make a defect-free interface between tapes after sintering possible.
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This can explain why the density of the laminates is increased by thermo-
compression as compared to original green tapes’ density [55].
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3 (a) The cross view of 3D hollow structure produced after green
tapes were laminated at 2 MPa and sintered. An excellent bonding
between layers and free of crack and deformation. Bottom is with single
supporting layer. (b) The hollow structures fabricated in the LTCC
substrate with the broadwalls and sidewalls need to be metallised to
replicate rectangular waveguide in LTCC.
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After sintering, it is found that lamination under condition of pressure as low
as 2 MPa, temperature of 70 ºC applied for 10 min produced structure as
shown in Figure 3.3 (a). 7.11 mm wide channels made from six middle
layers and one each for the top/bottom layers progressively laminated at 70
C for 10 min.
The next approach is carried out to obtain new structuring method by using
sacrificial layers. The main ideas are to provide support for overlaying
structures during lamination and to maintain the structures during sintering.
3.2 Lamination with sacrificial insert
The quality of the final 3D structure as such cavities or micro-channels is
determined by the lamination and co-firing steps. The applied lamination
pressures and temperatures during these steps can contribute to
deformation of the fabricated cavity structures and prevents realisation of
structures with complex geometry inside LTCC. Several methods have been
introduced to preserve the desired geometry with the most common
technique based on sacrificial volume materials (SVM) [58, 59]. Various
types of substances can be used as an SVM, for example wax, graphite,
polymers or mineral materials. Among these, graphite-based material is
particularly attractive due to the simplicity in their mechanism of sacrificial
paste oxidation and degassing during the sintering process.
Table 3.4 shows a chart of sacrificial materials that could be classified based
on the functionalities:
i. Dispose before sintering,
ii. Burn out during sintering,
iii. Survive sintering and need for removal afterwards.
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Figure 3.4 Chart of sacrificial volume materials classified by its
functionalities [60].
The graphite-based sacrificial material is composed of two main ingredients;
graphite powder and additives. The former is the functional element of the
sacrificial paste and it supports LTCC laminates up to its full oxidation
temperature (~800 C and 850 C), which is much higher than that of the
organics both in LTCC and in the sacrificial paste (~450 C and 300 C) [59].
The additives on the other hand are based on a mixture of binder-solvent-
dispersant system, which determines the rheology of the sacrificial paste for
screen-printing.
Fabricating cavities in LTCC using sacrificial paste requires determination of
the temperature ranges of LTCC open pore elimination and graphite burn
out. This is particularly important as the open porosity in LTCC facilitates
degassing of the oxidized paste. The LTCC open pore elimination
temperature, which was found to be around 790 C and comparable to the
graphite sacrificial paste oxidation temperature [61, 62], suggesting that both
of paste oxidation and degassing process could be applied to provide
sufficient supports to structures during sintering.
Freestanding structures or cavities in multilayer structures using sacrificial
paste are formed by oxidation of the paste as follows:
i. Transport of oxidant to the graphite layer through direct contact to air
or through pores in LTCC.
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ii. Absorption of air onto graphite surface and oxidation reactions
iii. Transport of reaction product from the graphite surface.
Figure 3.5 Mechanism of air intake and buried paste oxidation. Note that air
and/or degassing gas transport through LTCC occurs only at
temperatures below the LTCC open porosity elimination temperature
[61].
The oxidation mechanism of graphite paste, which is buried in LTCC layers
is illustrated in Figure 3.5. Paste oxidation, which can be enhanced by the air
intake through the porous LTCC produces oxidized products degassing.
Therefore, the balance between the graphite oxidation and the LTCC open
porosity elimination process during sintering, play the major role in
determining the cavity feature i.e. incomplete paste oxidation when open
porosity is ended at densification phase results in deformation. This is an
outcome of the increased gas pressure upon oxidation, which exerts force
on the nonporous LTCC environment.
The critical materials and processing parameters can be summarised as:
 Particle size and oxidation temperature of the graphite powder
 Composition of the paste: although it does not affect the kinetics of
the oxidation process, it determines the rheology and screen-
printability of the paste, and thus has an indirect but important
influence on the final structure.
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 Heating rate influences the oxidation and LTCC densification process
simultaneously. Higher heating rates shift both oxidation and LTCC
open porosity elimination to higher temperatures [59].
3.2.1 Preparation of the sacrificial pastes
There are three types of pastes with composition designed to cater to three
different situations and needs. They can be categorised as:
i. Organic-based paste
ii. Water-based paste
iii. Wax-graphite-based paste
3.2.1.1 Organic-based graphite pastes
Sacrificial paste is prepared in a manner similar to that of commercial thick-
film pastes. The graphite powder was mixed with an organic vehicle to
obtain appropriate rheology for screen-printing [61]. The composition of
mixture is shown in Table 3.4. Constituents were blended at 26:74 ratio by
weight of graphite powder to organic additives (binder, solvent and
dispersant). Initially, the binder and the solvent were mixed at 15:85 ratio at
87 C until complete dissolution of the binder. This is followed by gradual
introduction of the graphite powder into the mixture simultaneously with the
dispersant.
Table 3.4 Organic-based sacrificial paste composition .
Material Function Specification Product
Graphite Sacrificial  Particle size: 1-20 µm
 Burn-out temperature ~780 C
Fisher
Scientific
Ethyl Cellulose Binder  Binding particles in the paste
 Decomposition temperature
~120 C
Fisher
Scientific
Terpineol Solvent  Lower slurry viscosity
 Boiling point ~215 C
Fisher
Scientific
Acetyl Acetone Dispersant  Dispersing additive
 Boiling point ~140 C
Fisher
Scientific
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Commercially available thick film pastes are usually formulated using
terpineol as solvents for the organic vehicle, which is aggressive to the
LTCC binder of most commercial compositions. In order to overcome this
problem, a water-based graphite sacrificial paste is proposed [37].
3.2.1.2 Water-based graphite pastes
To overcome the corrosive character of organic-based paste on green state
LTCC tapes, a water-based sacrificial paste is considered. The composition
of the paste is given in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5 Water-based sacrificial paste composition.
Material Function Specification Product
Graphite Sacrificial  Particle size: 1-20 µm
 Burn-out temperature
~780 C
Sigma-
Aldrich
Polyvinylpyrrolidone
(PVP)
Binder  Binding particles in the
paste
Sigma-
Aldrich
Propylene Glycol
(PG)
Solvent  Lower slurry viscosity Sigma-
Aldrich
Glycerol
(G)
Plasticiser Sigma-
Aldrich
Both of sacrificial pastes mentioned above are more suitable for small
dimensions such as in microfluidics or to realising gap at limited dimension.
The main reason is because the complex filler set-up is necessary [52]. A
huge volume of paste also not preferred due to longer time of drying in the
oven is need which may deteriorate the green state tapes condition.
As an option, a simpler filling using wax-graphite-based paste is propose.
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3.2.1.3 Wax-graphite-based pastes
While the organic-based graphite paste and water-based graphite paste
have their own advantages as being indicated previously, both of them
however are more suitable to application such as MEMS and microfluidics
where small spaces and channels are required. For structures such as
channels/cavities with large dimensions, different issue such as large
volume filling need to be addressed as well. For instance, is the sacrificial
paste suitable for large volume filling, offering better support at lamination
stage as well as during sintering. The proposed wax-graphite paste may not
be suitable for screen printing but it may offer a solution for realising
structures like hollow waveguides. The filling process needs to be done at
the melting temperature of paraffin (a mineral wax) which is in between 46 to
68 C.
Table 3.6 Wax-graphite-based sacrificial paste composition.
Material Function Specification Product
Graphite Sacrificial Particle size: 1-20 µm
Burn-out temperature ~780 C
Fisher
Scientific
Wax
(Paraffin)
Binder/Solvent Binding particles in the paste
Lower slurry viscosity
Melting point ~46 to 68 C
Decomposition temperature >370 C
Fisher
Scientific
To provide better support at the lamination temperature, are higher melting
point wax candidate such as montan wax with melting range 82-95 ºC could
be proposed.
3.2.2 Insertion of sacrificial paste
The sacrificial paste is screen-printed on the LTCC substrate, a process in
which a squeegee forces the paste through the screen/stencil as illustrated
in Figure 3.6. The printed tape is then dried at 120 C for 10 mins. The
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printed thickness was measured using a surface profiler (KLA Tencor). The
thickness varied as a function of screen used for printing, which is
designated by the number of wires per inch and emulsion thickness. The
resolution is decided by the particle size; the finer the particle size, the better
the resolution of deposition. These methods are usually more suitable for
microfluidic applications where the sacrificial insert is only needed to obtain
gaps or channels on the micron scale.
Figure 3.6 Screen-printing of sacrificial paste.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.7 (a) Heavy and (b) light screen-printed graphite paste.
Considering the materials in addition to their interactions and effects on the
sacrificial paste properties, investigation has to be done to study the
influence of parameters on the paste. There are factors such as particle size
of graphite, weight percentage of graphite, binder, solvent and dispersant,
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heating rate, powder burnout temperature, and the dimensions of the
desired structure. The early stages of the membrane fabrication were carried
out by using graphite powder from Fisher Scientific with graphite purity of
99.5% in the weight ratio as given in Table 3.6. Figure 3.7 (a), (b) show
heavy and light screen-printed graphite paste.
3.2.3 Lamination with sacrificial paste
Lamination with carbon-based sacrificial layers has been reported and the
purpose of introducing them are to provide a support during sintering
process for free-standing or 3D structures such as bridges and cavities.
Carbon that burns out during firing is beneficial for closed cavities by
maintaining the shape through the oxidation of carbon at LTCC melting
stage such described by [59]:
C + O2  CO2
To observe the effect of the pastes to LTCC, organic and water-based paste
has been used as a sacrificial layer for the micromachined
bridges/cantilevers. As for wax-based paste, the channel is filled with the
paste before top and bottom layers are laminated to replicated embedded
cavity. Each sample then laminated using uniaxial laminator before then
undergoes sintering process for 26.5 hours.
3.2.4 Results and observation
The observation after lamination and sintering are discussed as the
followings:
i. Organic-based sacrificial paste
Organic composition in the paste such as acetone is found could
dissolve the green state tape during filling process. This can be
confirmed where crack is observed in a sample shown in Figure 3.9.
A balanced between high drying rate and prevention of bubbling as
seen in Figure 3.8 is necessary to stimulate vaporisation of the
organic material and maintain the shape of the structure.
ii. Water-based sacrificial paste
A balanced between high drying rate and prevention of bubbling is
necessary. Residuals of paste material compositions were observed
in the sintered sample in Figure 3.9.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.8 (a) organic-based sacrificial paste inserted underneath the bridge
structures. (b) deformation of free-standing structures happened when
sacrificial inserts dried in the oven at 70 ºC for 30 min. The lower
temperature setting for almost an hour is needed to prevent bubbling
phenomenon in the paste during the drying.
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Figure 3.9 Photo of sample with channel without paste, with organic-based
paste and water-based paste.
iii. Wax-graphite sacrificial paste
Based on weight ratio of 50:50, the paste insert is done through filling,
flattening and laminating steps as shown in Figure 3.10. 3D structure
is attained by using the sacrificial insert laminated using uniaxial
press. The composition of the paste in term of the ratio of graphite to
the wax may need to be studied further to control the stress induce to
LTCC especially during sintering.
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(a)
(b)
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(c)
(d)
Figure 3.10 The flow of large channel: (a) wax-graphite paste filling, (b)
flattening, (c) laminating and (d) sintering and inspecting. The crack
observed on the sintered sample may be due to excessive pressure
induced by sacrificial materials degassing during the oxidation process.
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3.3 Conclusion
3D structures have been achieved by the introduction of progressive
lamination or by sacrificial volume material. The optimized processing
procedures enable the fabrication of channels/cavities with suspended
structures may span a channel width of 7 mm. Wax-graphite sacrificial paste
is introduced due to its simplicity in the filling process and offer support for
3D structure in larger dimension as compared to organic-based and water-
based paste which are more suitable to lower dimension application such as
microfluidics. Whatever the actual mechanism of these sacrificial paste is, it
need be understood in the future in order to achieve a better control of the
3D structure.
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Chapter 4
Hollow Substrate Integrated Waveguides (HSIW) in LTCC
Telecommunication links over long distances, radar, and many other
systems at millimetre-wave frequencies require a low-loss transmission
medium. The high attenuation and low power handling capability of the
conventional planar millimetre-wave waveguides supporting the dominant
mode may be prohibitive for many system applications [1]. Thus, a
transmission line with lower attenuation, offering an integration with other
and possibly supporting higher power requirement needs to be found. In
general, a transmission line is characterised by a propagation constant and
a characteristic impedance. These quantities are derived by field theory
analysis for the various lines and waveguides [63].
The transmission line completely characterises the behaviour of the
dominant mode in the waveguide. Mode voltages and currents are
introduced as measures of the amplitudes of the transverse electric and
magnetic field intensities of each of the modes [64]. These waveguides,
often consisting of a conductor that supports transverse electric (TE) and/or
transverse magnetic (TM) waves, characterised by the presence of
longitudinal magnetic or electric field components.
4.1 Rectangular waveguides (RWGs)
The most important part of the rectangular waveguides (RWGs) is that of
rectangular cross section. As in Figure 4.1, an air region with width, a and
height, b extends indefinitely in the axial z direction and is closed by
conducting boundaries on the four sides. In the ideal guide, both conductor
and dielectric are loss-free. There can be no transverse electromagnetic
(TEM) wave inside the hollow pipe since, TEM waves have transverse
variations like static fields, and no static fields can exist inside a region
bounded by a single conductor.
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Figure 4.1 Rectangular waveguide.
Though a RWG supports TM and TE modes, the physical dimensions of a
waveguide determine the cutoff frequency for each mode. If the frequency of
the signal is above the cutoff frequency for a given mode, the
electromagnetic energy can be transmitted through the waveguide for that
particular mode with minimal attenuation. Otherwise, the electromagnetic
energy with frequency below the cutoff for that particular mode will be
attenuated to a negligible value in a relatively short distance. The dominant
mode in a particular dimension of waveguide is the mode having the lowest
cutoff frequency [64]. For RWGs this is the TE10 mode. This mode notation
signifies that all electrical fields are transverse to the direction of propagation
and that no longitudinal electric field is present. However, there is a
longitudinal component of magnetic field and for this TEmn mode are also
sometimes called Hmn modes. Figure 4.2 shows a graphical depiction of the
E field variation in a waveguide for the TE10, TE20, and TE30 modes. As can
been seen, the first index indicates the number of half wave loops across the
width, a of the RWG and the second index, the number of loops across the
height of the guide which in this case is zero.
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Figure 4.2 TE modes.
Considering the dimensions of the RWG in Figure 4.1, the aspect ratio is b/a
which usually has a value of approximately 0.5. This ratio is used to preclude
generation of field variations with height and avoid unwanted modes. At a
given operating frequency f, only those modes having frequency higher than
cutoff frequency fc will propagate while mode with lower frequency field
components will decay exponentially away from the source of excitation.
Such modes are referred to as cutoff, or evanescent modes [63].
Though classical RWGs were proved to have an extremely low loss and
could work at millimetre-wave region, it is obviously bulky thus not suitable
for further miniaturization that required for modern devices. A new way
needs to be found to address these hurdles.
4.2 Integrated waveguides/cavities
Waveguides have the best transmission characteristics as compared to
other types of transmission lines due to their very low electromagnetic
radiation loss. However the proliferation of waveguides in the circuit boards
or packages is due to two reasons. The first is because its size is huge as a
transmission line to be embedded in circuit board. The second one, vertical
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metal walls are very difficult if not impossible to be manufactured considering
a standard fabrication technique for microwave circuits board or packages.
Integration of active and passive components made of the rectangular
waveguide generally requires transition from planar to non-planar circuits.
Various approaches to solving this problem have been proposed that ended
with complex transition structures. High precision mechanical adjustment or
a subtle tuning mechanism is needed to obtain good performance for mass
production. A planar microstrip circuit also often needs to be cut into a
specific shape, which is hard to realise in the millimetre-wave range. RWG
components are three dimensional structures and very costly to
manufacture, which make the planar/non-planar integration bulky and
expensive [65].
Recently a new type of waveguide in the form of a dielectric waveguide
constructed of two sidewalls of two rows metallic posts are reported by
Hirokawa et al. and Ke Wu et al. [66, 67]. According to this method, the
RWG could be fabricated by a traditional technique of making microwave
circuit boards. But, a dielectric constant material causes bandwidth
narrowing due to long line effects associated with the series fed travelling
wave operations. To cope this disadvantage and to utilize the huge
bandwidth in millimetre wave, drastic change in series feeder of arrays is
necessarily important [68]. Glass could be mixed into LTCC to reduce the
dielectric constant up to about 5 but this method will increased the loss
instead. In order to reduce the dielectric constant further, a method of
introducing the air region into the structure seems promising to attain
waveguide uniformly filled with dielectric medium.
The realisation of hollow structures in previous chapter have motivating us to
design low loss waveguide which we do called hollow SIW (HSIW). Figure
3.3 (b) in Section 3.1.4 shows a 3D channels/cavity that could possibly can
be turned into waveguides if the broadwalls and sidewalls are successfully
metallised.
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4.3 Hollow Substrate Integrated Waveguides (HSIW)
To meet the demand for low cost transceivers, particularly for high data rate
wireless communications and automotive radar sensors, both silicon and
compound semiconductor integrated circuit (IC) technologies are immensely
important. There is a need for system-in-package or system-on-substrate
technology that can integrate ICs with low loss passive components such as
resonators, filters, power combiners and antennas. Among the various
transmission lines, RWG still offer an excellent solution at these frequencies
due to their lower loss [6]. Substrate integrate waveguide (SIW), a dielectric-
filled waveguide formed in a substrate, is particularly interesting as it can be
fabricated using PCB or LTCC technology, and can dramatically reduce the
cost of millimetre-wave systems [65, 69]. LTCC is especially interesting
because resistors, capacitors and inductors can be embedded, instead of
using additional surface-mount technology (SMT) components, potentially
leading to very small transceiver modules.
The conventional SIW is normally based on a solid dielectric substrate with
two parallel rows of metallic posts (vias) used to replace the side walls of a
traditional RWG. For lower loss, and in antenna applications, it is desirable
to integrate an air-filled waveguide into the substrate [70]. However, this
presents substantial fabrication challenges, such as the requirement to
metallise the walls.
The proposed LTCC hollow SIW (HSIW), as shown in Figure 4.5 retains the
use of via-hole sidewalls, but has a hollow cavity inside with the upper and
lower broadwall metallization placed on the adjacent dielectric layers. The
broadwall metallization can be either on the inside of the cavity – as shown
in Figure 4.3 (a) - in which case the lowest possible loss is expected, but the
HSIW is more difficult to connect to other circuitry – or on the outside the
cavity, as shown in (b), which makes it easy to connect to the other circuitry
but has the drawback that there is a thin layer of dielectric inside the main air
cavity that might increase the loss.
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Figure 4.3 Cross-section of two example HSIW configurations: (a) with
metallization outside: (b) with metallization inside the cavity.
By incorporating this hollow cavity, the following advantages are expected:
i. Lower loss due to the removal of the most of the lossy dielectric
material.
ii. The HSIW can be realised with high permittivity substrates and at
higher frequencies, where the size of SIW otherwise tends to be too
small to accommodate the vias.
iii. The HSIW can be potentially directly connected with normal RWGs,
whereas the SIW requires more complicated transitions with
potentially more loss.
iv. The low εr is advantageous for the design of many antennas.
Although HSIWs have significant advantages, there are major LTCC process
challenges that need to be addressed to realize them. In particular, hollow
cavities are seriously deformed in the lamination and co-firing stages of the
standard LTCC process recommended by the green tape suppliers. A
sacrificial layer may be used to support the upper and bottom layers of the
channels/cavities during these stages. However, they still undergo large
deformation and it is very difficult to overcome the residual deformation of
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the channels/cavities, even if the lamination conditions are carefully
optimized [41].
In this chapter we present a technique for realising HSIWs by applied a
novel multi-stage lamination process. The aim is to establish a technology
that could realised the advantages of HSIWs mentioned above while
employing as many LTCC standard process steps as possible. This is
achievable by employing top and bottom broadwalls on dielectric layers
suspended above and below the cavity, as will be shown in Figure 4.4. From
fabrication point of view this is a technically challenging task due to the fact
that the suspended conducting layer in LTCC is usually too weak to obtain a
stable surface profile during lamination and sintering process.
4.3.1 HSIW structure and design
For a partially-filled RWG which is represented as a two-dielectric
symmetrically loaded RWG, the characteristic equations can be derived from
the Maxwell’s Equations constrained by boundary conditions [6]. As a result,
the lowest cut-off frequency is from the TE10 mode. The cut-off frequency of
the TE modes is decided by the speed of light, c and divided by 2a which is
dependant of the width, a but independent of the height, b [63]. Therefore, it
is expected that TE10 mode will be the dominant mode below a certain point,
which proves to be when the ration b/a ≤ 1. The cut-off wave number of the 
TE10 mode thus derived and given as:
√ߝ௥ ଴݇ ଵܽ2 = ܽݐ ݊ିଵ൮ √ߝ௥ܽݐ ݊൬ ଴݇ ଶܽ2 ൰൲ + ݉ ᇱߨ, ݉ ᇱ= 0, 1, 2, … (4-1)
where, ߝ௥ is the permittivity of the filling dielectric (the other dielectric is
assumed to be air), ଴݇ is the free space wavenumber at the cut-off
frequency. Solve this equation to find ଴݇ and ௖݇, and hence, the
corresponding wavelength and frequency are the cut-off wavelength l௖. It
should be noted that m’ has nothing to do with m in [63]. In other words,
when m’=1, it does not means that the guided mode is TE10. In fact, when m’
takes one single value, it corresponds to a series of continuous guided
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modes depending on the number of curve intersections represented by the
two sides of (4-1).
For a desired cut-off frequency, the width, a, of the partially-filled RWG can
be obtained from (4-1) and then according to the SIW analysis in [71], the
width can be adjusted using the following:
௘ܽ = ܽ− ݀ଶ0.817 ∙ ݏ (4-2)
where, ௘ܽ is the final width of the equivalent HSIW.
From (4-2), the Ka-band HSIW dimensions were found and modeling was
then performed using HFSSTM. Table 4.1 shows the parameters of the
WR28-like HSIW, where a1 and ah are the width of the filling dielectric and
the HSIW, respectively. The HSIW has the same cutoff frequency as the
standard WR28 (21.10 GHz).
Figure 4.4 shows the illustration of the hollow substrate integrated
waveguide (HSIW). The electric field should be continuous on the
boundaries in the x direction while the electric displacement should
continuous on the boundaries in the y direction. Most of the electrical energy
is concentrated in the centre, and energy density in dielectric part of the
waveguide is weak in the y direction.
Figure 4.4 HSIW configurations: (a) cross section with metallization inside,
(b) 3D view with metallization inside the cavity.
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Table 4.1 The parameters of WR28-like HSIW (unit in mm).
HSIW ߝ௥ d p a1 ae b
WR28-like 7.1 0.30 0.60 0.70 7.26 1.0
The feed into the HSIW was realised with a slot cut in the bottom supporting
layer/broadwall to match with a standard WR28 waveguide flange; a set of
three transition pairs with different waveguide lengths was fabricated as will
be shown in Figure 4.9.
4.3.2 Fabrication of HSIW structure
The 9K7 tape system of DuPont was chose as it is suitable for frequencies
up to 100 GHz and beyond [51] with dielectric constant, r, of 7.1, loss
tangent of 0.001 measured by cavity resonance technique at 10 GHz and
specified DC conductivity of 3.7x107 S/m for silver conductor. The
broadwalls/supporting layers of the waveguides were via punched and cut
using a Nd:YAG laser machine (the ProtoLaser 200 from LPKFTM). A series
of via holes with a diameter of 300 m, hole pitch of 600 m were produced
as shown in Figure 4.5. Then, LL601 Ag-Pd paste was used for via filling.
The intermediate part which represent the channel part was then stacked
and laminated at 20 MPa, 70 C for 10 min, to provide sufficient material pre-
densification for minimising the shrinkage. Another type of Ag-Pd paste,
LL612 was deposited with an Aurel VS1520A screen printer for top and
bottom broadwalls’ conductor layer. The top and bottom layers were pressed
separately with the same conditions before via holes were laser machined to
ensure the dimensions of the via holes were maintained. All layers were then
aligned using a jig and laminated using a uni-axial laminator.
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Figure 4.5 Preparation of HSIW’s middle part in the green state, where the
metallic posts act as sidewalls.
 Fabrication issues
There were a few fabrication issues that arise when the HSIW samples were
prepared. They are related to:
i. Via filling
ii. Sheet resistance of the conducting layer
respectively. For the via filling case, it is originated from the contraction of Ag
paste when the organic vehicle that composing the paste evaporated. The
contraction in the dimension of via posts were also expected to occur during
sintering due to the nature of the particles in the paste itself which are not
pure Ag but, rather a Ag rich mixture with organic vehicle. It is for this
reason, a paste of LL601 with 94-95% solid at 750 C was used for via filling.
To improve this, a treatment through compensation of Ag paste was done as
shown in Figure 4.6.
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For the case of conducting layer, the conductivity could be improved by
applying additional thickness considering the nature of the LL612 paste
which is 80-83% solid at 750 C. The additional thickness of conducting
paste will works to fill the voids among Ag particles at their melting point.
Figure 4.6 The metallization of vias using conductor paste.
Figure 4.7 shows the sample with three different lengths of HSIWs after
lamination. A flat broadwalls with no sagging around the windows can be
confirmed from the two photos. Considering the feeding from the sample to
waveguide flanges, fixing holes are laser drilled surrounding the back-to-
back waveguide windows.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.7 (a) Flat broadwalls observed after lamination of top and bottom
layers, (b) holes for fixing the sample to waveguide flanges laser drilled
around the back-to-back waveguides.
The stacked green tapes were then co-fired by using a programmable
furnace according to a temperature profile, for 26.5 hours. A separate
sample was prepared with the same condition for the purpose to confirm the
cross section of x-y direction of the waveguide as shown in Figure 4.8. The
cutting was performed by a laser scribing technique where a shallow indent
was prepared with the laser before the sintering process. The substrate was
then cut by concentrating force to the indent, the same way how glass is
often cut. The cut edge was then polished using a 400 grit coarse and 1000
grit fine master class whetstone to confirm the interconnection of metallic
post between LTCC layers.
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Figure 4.8 Cross-section of HSIW after being cut and polish using a
whetstone. The sample was fired under unconstrained sintering.
Metallic posts are clearly connected between layers to perform as a
sidewalls to the waveguide.
Though a more sophisticated method could have been use to verify the
interconnect such as ultrasonic imaging, the photos shows that the metallic
posts somehow have been successfully constructed and it is feasible to
demonstrate as sidewalls as well as the proposed HSIW.
4.3.3 Multimode calibration method
As shown in , only TEm0 modes can be propagated within an SIW, since the
discrete posts will cut off the longitudinal currents of all other modes. A few
methods have been applied to analyse the propagation characteristics of this
newly-emerged structure.
By assuming a uniform longitudinal electric current on the post surface, J.
Hirokawa et al. used dyadic Green’s function for the electric field produced
by a unit electric current in the analysis of this dielectric filled waveguide or
later known as SIW. The work later extended by applying BI-RME method,
the FDTD method, and a multimode calibrated FEM method to find an
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approximation in terms of numerical formula that help to determine the
equivalent dimension of the waveguide [71].
The multimode calibrated FEM method is needed to perform the 3D
modeling such as the HSIW. The two lowest-order modes will be calculated
by the FEM method using HFSSTM. The multimode calibration method
replicates a multiline method, where the basic principle is to determine the
propagation constant through uncalibrated S-parameter measurements of at
least two transmission lines [72, 73].
4.3.4 Measurements and results
The WR28-like HSIW samples were fabricated and measured to verify the
design, as shown in Figure 4.9 (a), and (b). HSIWs with lengths of 30, 40
and 50 mm were fabricated on the same substrate. A pair of transversal
slots is employed to couple the energy in and out.
(a)
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(b)
Figure 4.9 (a) Photograph of sintered substrate incorporating three WR28-
like HSIWs with lengths of 30, 40 and 50 mm respectively, (b) a back-
to-back transversal slot-pair is used to couple the energy in and out.
The WR28-like HSIW measured by 67 GHz PNA using 2.4 mm coax-
to-WR28 adapter that is mounted and screwed to the HSIW.
To verify this feeding scheme, the measured and simulated S-parameters of
the 30 mm HSIW are shown in Figure 4.10. It can be seen that they agree
well though the HSIW measurements though tend to diverge from the
simulation towards the edges of the operating band. A multimode calibration
method is used to extract the propagation constant from the three
transmission lines with different lengths [54, 73]. For comparison of the
simulated and extracted propagation constant of this WR28-like HSIW is
plotted in Figure 4.11, showing that the measured phase constant, , stays
very close to the simulated one, including around the cut-off frequency. The
extracted propagation loss constant, , in Figure 4.11 shows some ripple
and the loss is higher than the simulated one, as would be expected in the
sample with lossy characteristics. The possible reasons are surface
roughness issues and formation of voids in the sintered Ag paste which
contribute to the loss performance of HSIW at higher frequency.
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Nevertheless, the average  below 10 dB/m represent a significant
achievement for a transmission line that is in-house manufacturable in LTCC
technology.
Figure 4.10 The modelling and measurement of HSIW with length of 30
mm.
Figure 4.11 Extracted attenuation constant and phase constant of the
WR28-like HSIW.
Figure 4.12 shows the attenuation of WR28-like HSIW was improved
significantly compared to SIW and it exhibits very low loss, at a level
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comparable to RWG. For comparison wise, the attenuation of SIW also
plotted with respect to frequency normalised to cutoff frequency of 1.
Figure 4.12 The attenuation of HSIW with respect to WR28 RWG and
WR28-like SIW.
4.5 Conclusion
It has been shown that a novel transmission line, hollow substrate integrated
waveguide (HSIW), can be fabricated and embedded into LTCC modules by
using a multi-stage lamination technique. This is simpler and more straight
forward than employing sacrificial volume materials, although this technique
may also be used. The HSIW has been successfully demonstrated working
in the millimetre-wave region with measurements performed on 26.5 to 40
GHz test samples. With further optimization of the process parameters, it is
anticipated that hollow waveguides could be further improved and possibly
work at much higher frequencies. HSIW will provide a means of integrating
high performance passive components along with ICs and other components
to form lower cost systems. To demonstrate the possibilities of HSIW,
millimetre-wave components such as waveguide antennas and cavity filters
will be discuss in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 5
Hollow waveguide components in LTCC technology
The development of device systems that work at millimetre-wave
frequencies such as automotive collision avoidance system is rapidly
advancing. Currently, these devices are mounted on circuit boards or in
packages before being connected to antennas. By integrating the circuit
board or package with an antenna, a compact and high-performance device
system could be realised as being mentioned by M. Henry et al. and
Aftanasar, M. S. et al. [74, 75]. While microstrip lines are popular as the
simplest structure for feeding lines, they suffer from the electromagnetic
radiation loss at discontinuous parts such as bends and branches [76]. In
case of coplanar waveguides, the signal lines and grounds are fabricated on
the same plane which causes radiation in the similar way as microstrip lines.
Considering miniaturisation and signal integrity, it is highly desirable to feed
the microwave circuits from underneath the antennas. Therefore, the feeding
line needs to be embedded in the substrate and needs to have low insertion
loss. Waveguides for instance exhibit very low loss as compared to other
transmission lines due to their ability to suppress the electromagnetic
radiation at a minimum level. Thus, realising RWG or RWG-like structures in
the substrate offer advantages as mentioned in Chapter 4.
To fully extract the potential of millimetre-wave frequencies, waveguide
structures and components that are based on 3D fabrication (i.e. cavity
waveguide for antennas and filters) should be demonstrated. Another
interesting thing about 3D fabrication is that the integrated passive elements
such as integrated waveguide slot antenna and cavity filter could minimize
parasitic capacitance and inductance that are usually fabricated separately.
To demonstrate the advantages of the embedded waveguide particularly
HSIW, integrated passive elements such as antennas and filters will be
studied. For the antenna, we are focusing on a slot antenna that exhibits
linear polarization and low sidelobes. For the filter, a direct-coupled cavity
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waveguide filter is chosen for the advantage of small size, directivity and
high performance.
5.1 Antenna
Fabrication and integration of microwave and millimetre-wave components
are essential in systems design. Generally, microstrip antennas or patch
antennas are popular and preferred due to their compatibility with planar
systems. But, the drawbacks of these antennas such as poor polarisation
purity, spurious radiation from feeding networks and losses to substrate
modes are well known. Different structures of antennas with lower loss
which could work more efficiently in the millimetre-wave region need to be
found. Rectangular waveguides (RWGs), for example, have been used for
decades due to their advantages such as high gain, high efficiency, linear
polarisation, low sidelobes and high power handling [77]. However, in reality
the RWG antennas such as horn and slot antennas encounter difficulties in
manufacturing and integration stages when it comes to planar circuitry that
works at millimetre-wave frequencies.
Recent developments in microwave integrated circuit fabrication offer an
opportunity for the integration of RWGs. For instance, LTCC technology has
potential due to its flexibility from the fabrication point of view and its ability
to form 3D structures such as dielectric-filled waveguides i.e. the emerging
substrate integrated waveguides (SIW) [66, 69]. For lower loss, and for
antenna applications, it is desirable to integrate an air-filled waveguide into
the substrate as mentioned in previous chapter. Although studies of
metallised channel and enclosed structures, using methods such as
electroless copper plating or chemical vapour deposition and sputtering are
available, these techniques will introduce extra process steps that deviate
from the standard LTCC process [78, 79].
5.1.1 Waveguide slot antennas
The slot is a commonly used radiator in antenna systems. The most
attractive feature of the slot is that it could be easily integrated into feed
systems such as a waveguide without requiring a complex matching
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network. It is important to understand the modal field within a waveguide in
order to place slots at position where it is properly excited. The basic
principle of the slot waveguide is when a slot cut into the waveguide wall
interrupts the flow of currents which forcing the current to go around the slot
where the power is coupled from the waveguide modal field through the
opening (slot) to free space [80]. To have a good control of the excitation of
slots, it is recommended that the waveguide only operates in a single mode,
which is the fundamental mode. For RWG this is the TE10 mode as shown in
Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1 Surface current distribution for rectangular waveguide TE10
mode: (a) Cross-section view shows E- and H-fields. (b) Side view
shows polarity of E-field along the waveguide. (c) Surface view shows
broadwall and sidewall currents and H-field.
It is well known that the effective shunt conductance of the slot in RWG
could be expressed by [81]:
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݃(ݔ) = ଴݃ ݅ݏ݊ଶቀߨݔܽ ቁ (5-1)
where g0 is a normalised conductance, which is dependent to the slot
dimensions waveguide ܾൗܽ ratio, and ݔ is the displacement of the slot from
the centre of the waveguide. In a normal design, slots are usually positioned
on the opposite side of the waveguide at intervals of half a guided
wavelength. The required value of conductance of each slot is set by
displacement ݔ. For a dielectric-filled waveguide with dielectric constant of
ߝ௥, the slot length can be simplified to:
ܮௌூௐ = l଴
ඥ2(ߝ௥ + 1) (5-2)
For a HSIW, since it is an air-filled waveguide where ߝ௥ = 1, the slot length
could be approximated as:
ܮுௌூௐ = l଴2 (5-3)
Figure 5.2 Radiating slots cut in the walls of a RWG [80].
Rotating the slot with the respect to the peak current direction can control
the power coupled to the slot [77]. Slot e in Figure 5.2 exhibits maximum
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power, while the power is proportional to ݅ݏ݊ଶq for slot c, d and f. by
offsetting longitudinal slots such as slot a from the centre of the waveguide,
the power coupled to the slots can be adjusted. The ability to control the
radiation degree from the slots are important to acquire a designed arrays
with tapered sidelobes. Depending on how the array is fed, the coupling of
the waveguide to the slots need to be adjusted progressively according to
the length of the waveguide where if the first slots are not to radiate all the
power, the remaining power will be channelled to the remaining slots.
The power coupled to a slot could be controlled by rotating the slot respect
to a peak current direction. Coupled power also could be controlled by take
an advantage of the field intensities within the waveguide by arranging the
slot position appropriately. For example, the current is zero at the centre of
the surface broadwall and varies sinusodially as approach the sidewall. The
ability to control the excitation of slots in a linear waveguide is important in
order to design arrays with tapered sidelobes. Depending on how the array
is fed, the coupling of the waveguide to the slots must vary progressively
down the length of the waveguide if the first elements are not to radiate all
the power, the remaining power is channelled to the remaining elements.
However complicated slot designs should be avoided since it is more costly
to manufacture.
Figure 5.3 Standing-wave arrays with longitudinal slot elements is fed from
the waveguide end.
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Most slot array designs such in Figure 5.3 are for fixed beam or
mechanically and/or electronically scanned applications. It is a big
advantage to have waveguides to feed the arrays due to its very low loss
characteristic. The ability to couple energy to other waveguides precisely is
the other advantage. This waveguide-based antenna array will be studied
briefly in the following section.
5.1.2 HSIW Antenna (Slotted waveguide antenna)
Utilising 3D fabrication in realising the hollow waveguides, a slotted
waveguide antennas has been design and fabricated. The fabrication flow is
attached in Appendix B. The dimensional parameters of the antennas have
been extracted from HFSS modeling as shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.5 shows the analysis results of the radiation pattern of the HSIW
slot antenna array with centre frequency of 35 GHz. The simulation shows
Figure 5.4 Dimensional parameters of HSIW-based antenna arrays
extracted from HFSS modeling.
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that the coupling energy between waveguides occur in a good manner which
is made possible due to low loss feeding to the slot elements.
Figure 5.5 Simulated H-plane of slotted antenna arrays.
Figure 5.6 The ‘In-house’ fabricated HSIW-based slot antenna arrays.
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Through our in-house fabrication, six slots are structured on each one of
waveguide for all six of HSIWs as shown in Figure 5.6. The purpose is to
increase coupling between slots in order to increase gain and directivity.
5.2 Filter
There are various type of filters available but, waveguide filters are
particularly interesting due to their high Q factor and narrow bandwidth. The
fabrication of 3D millimetre-wave components such as filters using HSIW is
now explored.
5.2.1 Waveguide filters
Although planar filters such as the parallel coupled-line filter are available,
they are more suitable to be fabricated on the planar surface plane of the
LTCC substrate and may not efficiently occupy the volume of the entire
substrate. To maximize the potential of LTCC technology, 3D fabrication
such as waveguide-based filters needs to be explored. Here, the cavity
waveguide filter, particularly the direct-coupled cavity waveguide filter, is
chosen for its benefits of small size and high performance.
The other advantage of introducing waveguide with an air cavity inside is to
maintain high Q for filter applications, where dielectric-filled waveguides tend
to have a higher loss. The definition of the quality factor, Q in general is
given by the following [82]:
ܳ = 2ߨܯܽ݅ݔ ݉ݑ݊ ݁݊ ݁݃ݎ ݕݏݐ݋݁ݎ ݀ ݅݊ ܽ ܿݕ݈ܿ݁
ܧ݊ ݁݃ݎ ݕ݀ ݅ݏ݅ݏ݌ܽ݁ݐ ݀݌ ݁ݎ ܿݕ݈ܿ݁ (5-4)
Nonetheless, filters in the form of waveguides have much higher Q factor as
compared to planar type filters such parallel coupled-line filter due amongst
other things to the significant loss in the form of unwanted electromagnetic
wave radiation.
5.2.2 Cavity waveguide filter design
These filters are particularly interesting since they used cavity resonators to
replace the transmission-line stubs in coupled-line filters. Direct-coupled
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cavity filters have the advantage that the physical structure is more compact
than quarter-wave-coupled cavity filters. The theoretical derivation can be
found in reference [77, 83, 84].
Based on S. B. Cohn [77], the waveguide cavity and its equivalent circuit
may represented by the  network shunted with inductive susceptances at
each end, as shown in Figure 5.7. The two shunt susceptances ܤ could be
neglected as compared to ܤ௞ which is the dominant element. The electrical
length, ߠ௞, on the other hand is nearly equal to . The series reactance, ܺ is
used as the series resonant circuit in the prototype filter.
Figure 5.7 A waveguide cavity and its equivalent circuit [77].
Impedance inverters could be realized as the shunt inductive reactance and
two equivalent transmission lines as shown in Figure 5.8. The impedance
inverting properties are obtained when:
qଵ௞ = − 12 ܽݐ ݊ିଵ 2ܤ௞ (5-5)
ܤ௞ = 1 − ܭଶܭ (5-6)
where, K is the characteristic impedance of the quarter-wave impedance
inverter. In general, the direct-coupled waveguide cavity filter can be
illustrated schematically as in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.8 The impedance inverter.
Figure 5.9 General illustration of direct-coupled waveguide cavity filter [77].
Before that, the bandpass filter configuration needs to be initially determined.
As the Impedance inverters are absorbed as part of the cavity length, the
physical length of the k-th cavity becomes (5-7).
௞݈ = l௚଴2 + l௚଴2p (ߠଵ௞ + ߠଵ௞ାଵ) (5-7)
Thus, the length of the k-th cavity at ߚ ൌ ߚ଴ given by (5-8):
௞݈ = l௚଴2 + l௚଴4p (ܽݐ ݊ିଵ 2ܤ௞ାଵ + ܽݐ ݊ିଵ 2ܤ௞) (5-8)
Using (5-8) to calculate the resonator length and HFSS to model the length
of the irises, parameters as shown in Table 5.1 were extracted. For the two
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order filter, the length of the upper iris and lower iris were set the same
length.
Table 5.1 Dimensional parameters of two order direct-coupled cavity filter.
upper iris length,
gu [mm]
bottom iris length,
gb [mm]
resonator length,
௞݈ [mm]
1st 1.95 1.95 4.85
2nd 2.54 2.54 4.94
3rd 2.00 2.00 -
Figure 5.10 The dimensional parameters of two order cavity filters.
The layout of the second order cavity filter is shown in Figure 5.10 that
represents a compact cavity-based bandpass filter. The HFSS simulation
result of the cavity filter is shown in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11 The simulation result of second order direct-coupled cavity filter.
From the analysis of the antenna and the filter, it is very interesting to move
towards implementing the integration of both through fabrication of a
compact three dimensional waveguide antenna and filter. This will be
discuss in the next section.
5.3 Integrated waveguide antenna and filter
The Integration of the antenna with filter could further miniaturise a front-end
module. It also offers a solution to suppress the spurious harmonic
resonance of an antenna [85, 86]. The HSIW offers a platform to realise
these through improvement in the compactness by easily integrating the
antennas and filters. A single slot antenna that exhibit linear polarization and
low sidelobes is modelled to fit the dimension of the cavity filter, using the
method of A. Farrall and P. Young to model the slot antenna [81, 87]. Figure
5.12 is an illustration of the slot antenna integrated with the waveguide cavity
filter and a photograph of it is shown in Figure 5.13 (b).
The position of the slot as referred to e in Figure 5.2 is expected to produce
the maximum radiation as compared to longitudinal one. The dimension of a
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three pairs of iris separated by spacing ௞݈ is illustrated in Figure 5.12. Figure
5.13 (a) shows a photograph of the iris filters sample, part way through the
fabrication process so that the internal detail is visible. Figure 5.13 (b) shows
the actual photo of the integrated waveguide antenna and filter.
Figure 5.12 Illustration of cavity filter with a slot antenna fabricated using the
same technique as HSIW.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.13 (a) photograph of the waveguide cavity filter showing the three
irises of the cavity filter before the top broadwall is laminated, and (b)
complete integrated slot antenna and waveguide filter after firing.
The feed into the HSIW is realised with a window cut at the bottom
supporting layer to match with the dimension of the standard coax-to-WR28
adapter to feed the electromagnetic signal through the filter before being
radiated from the other slot that acts as the slot antenna to the performance
of the bandpass filter.
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Figure 5.14 Measured return loss of the integrated waveguide slot antenna
and cavity filter. The measurement has hugely shifted from the
simulated one due to shrinkage in the filter.
Figure 5.15 Simulated and measured radiation pattern of the integrated
antenna with filter. Linear polarization was observed with both E- and
H-plane matching well.
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The measurement of the cavity filter, and the radiation pattern of the
waveguide slot antenna and cavity filter was performed using 67 GHz PNA
and a standard gain horn antenna placed inside an anechoic box. Figure
5.14 indicates shrinkage in the dimension of filter especially in the irises is
critical to the performance of the filter. The measured radiation pattern is
shown in Figure 5.15. The plot shows both the E- and H-plane patterns, with
a close fit with the modelled performance.
5.4 Conclusion
Antennas with linear polarisation and low sidelobes have been design and
measured. The radiation patterns agree well with the simulated one. Filters
working at millimetre-wave region possibly could be demonstrated if further
research is done to figure out shrinkage relationship to filter performance.
The integrated waveguide antenna with cavity filter has been fabricated and
demonstrated. Further research is necessary to establish a more robust
integrated antennas and filters.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Works
6.1 Conclusions
LTCC is one of the most promising integration technologies for passive
components , such as resistors, inductors, capacitors and filters. It is also
attractive for its unique set of combined characteristics; dielectric material
characteristics and high conductivity metals, as well as the simplicity and
flexibility of its processes. All of these features invite us to discover other
applications of LTCC through fabrication of Hollow Substrate Integrated
Waveguide (HSIW) that could be operational in the microwave and
millimetre-wave region. The ‘In-house’ fabrication method which leads to
lower cost, simple process and rapid prototyping solution is considered.
Rapid prototyping through infra-red laser machining is adopted. The process
does not involve chemicals and a single plain screen is sufficient for printing
and via filling of any number of layers. The process does not require any
special mask and is performed in the ordinary laboratory environment.
Optimisation of laser power, pulse rate, and scanning speed produces high
repeatability and selective thinning, cutting and drilling of complex structure
and number of layers made possible with optical camera assisted alignment.
The laser ablated 9K7 green state tape produces surface roughness
acceptable for microwave fabrication requirements.
Our aim is to establish techniques that could realise rectangular waveguides
embedded in LTCC substrates. The standard LTCC process has been
considered to deliver this concept but, It was found unable to produce
channels/cavities. The hurdle was mainly at the lamination stage which is a
crucial processing step not only to integrate the multi-layered structure in
LTCC but also to attain fine channels/cavities.
For the solution, we adopted an enhanced technique to realise the 3D
structures by using a novel multi-stage/progressive lamination technique.
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With this technique, crack- and sag-free 3D hollow structures laminated at
pressure as low as 2 MPa have been realised. Three types of sacrificial
inserts have also been prepared and examined to enhance the process
variation. The usage is based on purposes and requirements. While organic-
based and water-based sacrificial pastes are more suitable for preparing
trenches and channels in the micrometres scale, wax-graphite based
sacrificial insert is suitable for large channels and cavities applications. The
ratio of carbon to wax could be adjusted to tailor the influence of supporting
mechanism of freestanding or cavity structure during the lamination and
sintering stages.
While SIW is a very attractive transmission medium for signal propagation as
compared to other transmission lines at higher frequency, further reduced
loss through the introduction of novel low loss hollow substrate integrated
waveguide (HSIW) will improve the attenuation of the transmission line. A
WR28-like HSIW is fabricated and measured using WR28 waveguide
flanges. A multimode calibration technique is used to determine the complex
propagation constant. The HSIW has been successfully demonstrated
working in the millimetre-wave region with measurements on 26.5 to 40 GHz
test samples.
An attempt to apply this novel transmission line to integrated components
such as cavity-based antenna and filter has been made that shows its
potential. The measurement of the radiation pattern of the waveguide
antenna and cavity filter is performed using a 67 GHz PNA and a standard
gain horn antenna placed inside an anechoic box. The measured radiation
pattern shows both E- and H-plane pattern closely fit with the modelled
performance.
With further optimization of the process parameters it is anticipated that a
more compact HSIW with higher integration and multifunctionality at much
higher frequencies can be realized and this will provide a means of
integrating high performance passive components along with ICs and other
components to form low cost systems.
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6.2 Issues with research in LTCC
Issues of LTCC sintering are discuss next.
i. For shrinkage glass filled ceramics such as LTCC have found wide
use in microelectronic industry for high integrated multilayer circuits.
To meet the quality standards for such devices, an accurate control of
raw materials and processing as well as detailed knowledge about
sintering and shrinkage/densification are essential.
ii. For LTCC applications manufactured with UCS (Unconstrained
Sintering), the main hurdle is the shrinkage during sintering: in X-Y
axis, it ranges up to 0.5 % for near “zero-shrinkage” tapes technology,
and up to 15 % for “standard” tapes technology. However, the effects
of deviating from the standard parameters at lamination process are
not formally known since the LTCC tape suppliers provide not enough
information. For instance, a different shrinkage than the values
provided in datasheets is often found, in spite of carefully following
the manufacturing guidelines.
iii. UCS method or free sintering is the mostly used sintering methods for
producing LTCC substrates. The disadvantage of this method is that
the shrinkage of substrates in all directions. Module warping caused
by TCE mismatch of conductor inks leads to problems at assembly.
The relative high lamination pressure however often generates
deformation of cavities and via holes. By contrast, constrained
sintering essentially almost overcome the X and Y direction
shrinkage, but not in the Z direction shrinkage. The main
disadvantages of the constrained sintering in realisation of
microfluidics or cavities are the non-existence of realistic method to
produce free standing or hollow structures. As for hollow structure are
completely crushed for this sintering method.
6.3 Potential improvements
Further improvement could be achieved by employing material and process
technology development to achieve higher frequency modules with higher
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integration levels. Technological development of LTCC for the future should
address material and process development as follows:
6.3.1 Material development
i. Conductive material
To reduce conductor loss at high frequency, it is necessary to take an
approach that reduces conductor resistance to the minimum level. It is
important to keep voids in the conductive materials to a minimum
level in order to achieve resistance close to that of the bulk material. It
is effective to reduce the surface roughness of the conductor in order
to reduced conductor loss. For this reason it can be considered
necessary to develop a process to print the conductor after flattening
the cast green sheet by applying pressure, or processes to apply
pressure to the conductor after printing to make the conductor surface
more flat.
ii. Dielectric material
To provide a single module with a variety of high frequency functions,
materials with low dielectric loss and varying dielectric constants are
necessary. The ability to integrate the high-performance passive
components into the package in a low-cost way is the compelling
attribute of this approach.
6.3.2 Process development
i. Conductor deposition development
With the current thick film printing processes, line widths of 80 µm are
the limit. The development of a new processes is desirable for
achieving finer interconnects. The reason for the difficulties in
achieving miniaturization lies in the principle of the screen printing
technique itself in which ink is presses through the stencil, although
the surface roughness of the substrate also has a significant impact.
For example, conductor is screen printed on plastic film with a smooth
surface. Then, the printed surface is applied to the green sheet and a
method of transfer is applied, so that the finer line widths could be
achieved.
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ii. Dielectric development
To develop modules using materials adaptable to various functions,
high level process technologies to incorporate ceramics with different
characteristics such as dielectric constant are necessary. There are a
few issues when combining dissimilar materials to make composite
material such LTCC, but the main issue is the firing shrinkage
behaviour between different materials. To solve this issue, the ‘zero-
shrinkage process’ where the shrinkage in the x and y axis is
suppressed, allowing shrinkage only in the z axis [88].
6.4 Suggestions for Future Work
For passive components like capacitors and filters, it is desirable to use a
ceramic that has optimal dielectric characteristics for the function required.
Compared to other materials, the high frequency loss of LTCC is small and
they are adaptable to different platforms which, make them the most suitable
candidate as a material for component used in communication and sensing.
The research on LTCC could be extended to the following areas:
6.4.1 LTCC-based RF MEMS
In the future, system integration will become more sophisticated and involve
more functions of the package, such as sensors, actuators, MEMS, or power
supply components. Currently, filtering and switching are among the
electrical functions which cannot effectively be integrated onto active silicon.
Moreover, tunable capabilities are strongly expected to offer more flexible
radio front-ends for future software-defined-radio. MEMS devices have
shown promise for realizing tuning functions. Incorporating RF MEMS
components such as switches, variable capacitors and tunable filters in RF
module platforms will drastically increase the functionality and will be the
next challenging development. Figure 6.1 shows some cantilevers and
bridges produced through laser thinning and cutting. These structures
currently studied for the application to MEMS switches.
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Figure 6.1 Suspended bridges made from LTCC has been successfully
realised in the Leeds LTCC fabrication laboratory.
6.4.2 Waveguide at sub-millimetre-wave region
A package integration concept where film components embedded in
packages , SiP modules, SoC devices, battery and user interface, leads to
multi-functional systems in the short term and ultimately multi-function
systems in the future [19].
Figure 6.2 System-in-Package vision.
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6.4.3 Other 3D fabrication techniques
Selected sintering ceramics by using laser for 3D structuring. Currently, this
technique is more towards producing three dimensional ceramic
components for medical purposes.
Other process and fabrication that interesting to be explore are:
 Metallization using an aerosol technique [89]
 Vertically stacked filter [90]
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